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MILESTONE 4 (for COMPARISON 
FURTHER ENHANCEMENTS OF PROJECT’s “GLYPHARY”: SINGLE RECORD VIEW 



MILESTONE 4  
PRELIMINARY TAXONOMY (NEW): 

http://lab.idiap.ch/maaya/index_threshold_02 



A1.3 Method 3 (Frequency-based Code Points): Based on the 
capture and analyses of glyphs occurring  through all three Mayan 
codices performed for the Project during Milestones 1-3, a 
comprehensive listing of all  signs attested in the Codices was 
produced (thereby defining the codical Mayan sign-repertoire). As a 
next  step, SQL machine-based queries were performed within the 
database to be able to order these codical signs  into a frequency-
based ranking, with the most frequent signs above on the list (i.e. the 
sign 55 /u/ which repeats  557 times) and the less-frequent on the 
bottom (i.e. the sign 12345 /KUTZ/ which happens only once). 
 

A1.4 Method 4 (Code Points based on new Mayan Catalog created for 
the project). 
Implementation of Method 4 was largely modeled after Gardiner’s list 
for Egyptian hieroglyphs. Based  on thorough communications with 
Deborah Anderson, a number of criteria were outlined that would  
facilitate the encoding process for Mayan hieroglyphs. For instance, it 
was specified that the current 
 
To improve the methodological basis for the final taxonomy, on 
the next stage, the alphabet letters  assigned to each category will 
be reanalyzed based on their frequency of occurrence. Thus, 
since current  category S is by far the most numerous and 
frequent (in term of attested examples), letter S will be  replaced 
by A. With letter R being the second most numerous will be 
assigned letter B and so on. 
 



LIST OF CHARACTERS, updated: 
320+ signs attested in Mayan codices.  



PARALLEL MAYAN TEXTS SELECTED FOR ENCODING 
 



PARALLEL MAYAN TEXTS SELECTED FOR ENCODING: 
DATABASE MAPPING 
 



V02.K04:R03 S01.T12 W04.V06:G01 K01:X19.X21 

Result (vectorial font): 

DRE_A61_VIII 

PARALLEL MAYAN TEXTS SELECTED FOR ENCODING 
 

Font being developed in collaboration with Andrew Glass (Microsoft) 



LIST OF QUADRATS ARRANGED  
BY COMPLEXITY 

List of operators (draft proposal) 

JOINERS 
. H horizontal join 
: V vertical join 

[ L 
Ligature normal (indeterminate/general conflation between signs 1 and 
2) 

» I Infixation (larger sign goes first) 
ˆ S superimposition (back, eclipsed sign goes first)  
° R Reduction, sign 1 reduced but not infixed into sign 2 ) 
□ PT Pars pro toto Reduction. Part of a sign made to stand for the whole 

 

New list of operators (simplified) 



Thanks! 
 
-Deborah Anderson 
- Lisa Moore & UNICODE 
-Andrew Glass (Microsoft) 
-Ken Whistler 
-Roozbeh Pournader 
-UC Berkeley 
-University of Bonn (Abteilung für Altamerikanistik) 
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